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The trick to successful loading is to look for an arrow on the takeup spool. This arrow points to the
slot, where the film leader inserts. Once loaded, take one blank shot and wind the film forward just
to make sure the threading is correct. Then close the back lid, and take a couple of blank shots until
the counter displays the first frame. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order
to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.It was
introduced in 1981 as the successor to the Canon AE1, five years after that cameras introduction.
The major difference was the addition of the Program AE mode first seen in the A1. This mode sets
both the shutter speed and aperture automatically—albeit with a slight bias towards the shutter
speed setting. The user focuses the camera and then presses the shutter button. For those desiring
more control, the AE1s shutter priority autoexposure and full manual modes are still available. It
also supports the A1s Motor Drive MA; this requires another electrical contact on the base plate.
The AE1s Power Winder A, and a new, faster Power Winder A2, are also supported. The viewfinder
uses LEDs to show information to the user.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Amazon Customer 5.0 out of 5 stars This camera is solidly
built, and I like that I have the option to shoot manually with all of the classic mechanical features,
or in a pinch, I can set everything to automatic. The viewfinder is really bright and makes shooting
very enjoyable.http://mnogonomerov.spb.ru/uploads/dx2300-manual.xml

canon ae-1 manual loading film, 1.0, canon ae-1 manual loading film.

The light meter isnt necessarily as intuitive as some of the others on SLRs, because it lights a
number on the right side of the viewfinder, indicating the correct aperture to use, but I think it still
works well. The specific unit I received had some minor scratches and wearing of the paint, but
nothing beyond the normal wear. And while everything seems to be in proper working order, the
shutter does have the infamous squeak of the Canon As. The does not affect the quality of photos,
but is a little annoying. I am hoping to take the camera apart soon and lubricate the gear, so I can
have a more satisfying classic shutter sound. Overall, I would recommend this camera for anyone
looking to get into 35 mm film photography. Its very well built and is great for learning the
essentials!Had an issue with the first one I received, but the company quickly accepted the old
camera to attempt a repair and sent a replacement one at no cost when they were unable to repair
the first one.ASA ISO scale is blured from age and unreadable. The lens is not a Canon lens and not
a 50 mm. It is a generic 49 mm Summatech and Program may not in fact work with it. I am returning
it If you can not set the ISO on this camera your pictures may in fact be anything other than
acceptableThere is a scratch on the glass portion of the lens, and this makes taking a picture very
difficult because you are instantly distracted by the scratch when looking through the viewfinder.
The camera was also supposed to come with a camera strap, and it did not. The back of the camera
where you place the film does not open properly, it gets stuck midway. And the lens cap arrived
broken.I highly doubt this camera even works, will be sending back asap, just received it today. Poor
businessOne of the lenses will not mount correctly.Highly impressive, i was worried by reviews but
take a look.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading.http://alansh.com/pic/crt-service-manuals.xml
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I may also earn commissions from links to other online retailers. You can see the full disclosure here.
Need to know how to load film into your Canon AE1 No problem, this guide will make sure that you
are successful. Every step will be covered with a few tips and tricks along the way. Table of
Contents. Canon AE1 Resources Before You Load Film Check the Battery Make sure the battery is
not dead. You will need to be able to operate the shutter. If you do not have a battery, you will need
a 4LR44 battery. It is also a good idea to keep an extra battery with you when you are shooting.
Make Sure the Canon AE1 Functions Correctly If your Canon AE1 has not been used in a long time,
check to make sure the camera is functioning correctly before loading film. Make sure you are able
to cock the shutter with the film advance lever and the shutter fires when you press the shutter
release. Check the lens to make sure the optics are clean and clear. The focus and aperture rings
should also turn smoothly. Finally, make sure the light meter is working. Look through the
viewfinder and change the aperture or shutter speed. The indicator should move up or down after a
change to the aperture or shutter speed. Make Sure the Camera is Empty Make sure there is no film
in the camera. Unlike some cameras, the Canon AE1 does not have a window to see if film is
currently loaded in the camera. There are two ways to check to make sure there is no 35mm film in
the camera. The first is to go through the steps on how to rewind film from the Canon AE1. These
are the same steps youll need to follow once youre done with the roll of film youre loading. If there is
film in the camera, youll be able to see it. If not, all youll see if the film backplate. Do Not Load Film
in Sunlight You can ruin your film by loading it in direct sunlight or bright light. Bright light
increases the risk of light piping. When this happens light is able to penetrate through the light seal
on the 35mm film canister.

The film is not guaranteed to be completely ruined. You could end up with varying degrees of
fogging. Fogging can produce a range of undesirable outcomes such as a loss of contrast, blown out
streaks, or a completely exposed frame. The problem should subside with progressive frames. For
Best Results, Use Fresh Film Film degrades in quality over time. It should also not be exposed to hot
temperatures like those in a car on a sunny day or attic during summer. Expired film can be used,
but you are not guaranteed predictable performance. For the best results, use a fresh pack of film.
How to load film into the Canon AE1. Open the film door. To open the film door on the Canon AE1,
pull up on the film rewind knob. Leave the knob pulled up. Load a roll of film. The film roll goes in
the left side with the film leader on the bottom. The film leader is the rounded halfwidth section at
the start of every roll of film. Push the rewind knob back down. The rewind knob has prongs that will
lock into the film canister. This will keep the film canister in place, as well as allowing you to rewind
the film. Pull the film leader over to the film takeup spool. With your left hand hold the film canister
in place. With your right hand gently pull on the film leader to pull some film out of the canister.
Thread the film leader onto the takeup spool. The takeup spool has slots and notches designed to
hold the film in place. Carefully insert the film leader and make sure enough of the film leader is
inserted to be firmly held in place. Advance the film and fire the shutter. With your left hand, hold
the film canister in place. With your right hand, use the film advance lever to cock the camera. Look
to make sure the film leader does not come out of the slot in the film takeup spool. Advance the film
again. Optional If you are not confident the film is going to stay on the takeup spool, you can repeat
step 6. Close the film door. Carefully close the film door.

Make sure the film rewind knob is down and the film door has securely latched closed. Light leaks
will ruin frames that are exposed. Set the ISO ASA on the camera. The ISO ASA setting can be seen
through the window on the top of the shutter speed dial. To change the value, pull up on the outside
ring of the shutter speed knob and rotate. A tip to make the process easier is to have the film
advance lever moved out from the body. You do not need to apply enough pressure to advance the
film. You can also do this step before you begin to load the film. Check the film counter. You might
have to do this 23 times. Youre ready to take photographs. Congratulations! Your camera is now
loaded with film and ready to shoot. Once youve shot the roll of film, the guide will show you how to



rewind and remove film from the Canon AE1. Where to develop film. You can do it at home, or send
it off to a lab to be developed and scanned. How to Know When a Roll of Film is Done. The film roll is
used up when you are no longer able to easily crank the film advance lever. The film counter should
also be near the number of exposures that were on the roll. Most likely either 24 or 36. You should
then rewind the film back into the 35mm canister. To do this film out the film rewind knob and press
the film spool lock button on the bottom of the camera. Youll then be able to rewind the film. Canon
AE1 Resources Best Canon AE1 Lenses Canon AE1 Review Canon AE1 vs Pentax K1000. You may
turn itWhen film is loaded, this willPress it halfway to turn the meter on and to get aGently squeeze
it all the way down to release the shutter.Never apply exccesivePressing it gently only with your
finger tip. ThisAs with any camera purchase new, whenBefore loading the first film cartridge.Then
push the rewind knob down,If there is slack. gently turn the rewind crank in the directionClose the
back cover.

If it rotatesThere is no other wayIt can countWe recommendIt conveniently holds the end of the
filmEEwyn Foo, my nephew, who. Get creative with a range of interchangeable lenses on the Canon
AE1, including both fixedfocal length and zoom Canon FD lenses. Innovative for its generation. Take
advantage of the batterypowered microprocessor, with the camera historically significant as the first
SLR to utilize one. Manual and auto exposure options. Take full control while using manual exposure
controls or let the camera do the hard work for you using shutter priority auto exposure. Expansive
viewfinder coverage. Compose images through the splitimage rangefinder, with the fixed eyelevel
pentaprism offering 96 percent horizontal coverage. Next slide About Model eBay has provided more
information about this product above and is not affiliated with or endorsed by Canon. Each interval
represents a 15 day period. There is no guarantee that items will always be listed at a price within
the provided range. This camera was delivered in excellent condition and it functions flawlessly. I
have owned three of these and they suit my photographic needs perfectly.grand kids, dogs, family
get togethers. I prefer it to my Canon EOS, and I love the look of film.. Read full review Read less
Verified purchase Yes by lucaset July 11, 2016 Nice camera at a good price This is a vintage film
camera., This camera looks very nice with the metallic finish. You can get an A1 ot F1 too, but they
come in black and are more expensive., This is a vintage film camera.. Read full review Read less
Verified purchase Yes by esorensen28 June 08, 2016 The Iconic Film Camera This camera is what
everyone thinks of when they hear film camera and rightfully so. Its a staple piece of equipment in
Canons early days. Its reliable, beyond simple to operate and load film, and it has a really great light
meter I havent needed to use an external meter. The program mode REALLY works.

If you want to leisurely take photos, set it to program and let the camera select the best aperture
and shutter speed it hasnt disappointed me yet.,, I also love how compact it is. This camera shines
when using Portra 160, Portra 400 rated at 200, Kodak Ektar 100, Kodak Gold 200, and Cinestill
50D.. Read full review Read less Verified purchase Yes Show more Show less by reggiescabin
September 30, 2009 Canon AE1 BUYER BEWARE. The kitchen table repair person has shot a squirt
of things like WD40 into the mechanical parts via removing the lens mount cover. Some repair
places do about the same thing., The problem is the grease is dry, the bearing squeaks when you
click the shutter release because the mirror has to flip up to allow light to pass through the curtains
to the film. Because its dry the mirror flipping is retarded in travel, many times not reaching the top
to be out of the way of the curtains opening. Thus an exposure can and will be affected. Too many
tried at home techniques involve these cameras so beware.either youll buy one of those or just one
that effects exposures.why roll the dice with a camera that has a known issue or was tampered with.
Consider yourself lucky to have found one done by a real pro repair person. Even at the time it was
big, clunky, loud, rough and noisy. Youll hear tons of reviews that it takes great pictures. Well, not
true. A camera body is just a light tight box. A LENS takes the picture and Canon brand lenses of the
era ranged from good to excellent. Back to the AE1 itself, they have a nasty habit of locking up for
no apparent reason. Moving on, they do NOT have OTF Off The Film metering, consequently they



were furnished with a ridiculous plastic slide that supposedly was to be kept on the flash shoe as a
cover that was to be fitted over the viewfinder when taking pictures with your eye away from the
viewfinder to avoid exposure errors.

Its no surprise they are the ONLY company and ONLY camera to use Shutter Priority as the only
available automatic exposure mode. Every other manufacturer uses Aperture Priority on their
comparable cameras. The simple reason for this is Aperture Priority is more intuitive and arguably
faster with the adjustment ring adjacent to the focus ring and falling naturally under your fingers.
This will happen decades before such things as Pentax Spotmatics will give up the ghost.,, In
summary, did they sell more units than the competition Absolutely. Their advertising was the best in
print, TV and radio. Do they take good pictures. Yes, as good as the person behind the camera is
capable of doing. Will one serve the purpose be it for nostalgia or photography class that mandates a
camera that can be controlled manually Absolutely. Cameras are a tool, AE1s are just a relatively
crude tool. M. Butkus, NJ.Butkus, 29 Lake Ave., High Bridge, NJ 088291701 and send your email
address so I can thank you.Use the above address for a NOTE they only print in Black and White.
The AE1 has every feature needed for great photos, and none of the junk features that have been
added in the past couple of decades that makes most modern cameras unusable unless you carry —
and read — a 300page manual. There are no menus, no custom functions, no WB settings, no
settings banks, no raw or JPG, no nothing except great pictures. Its finder is one of the largest,
clearest and brightest finders ever made. Its finder is bigger than the finder of the Canon 5D Mark
II, and much bigger and brighter than the finder of the Nikon D3X.Set A on the lens and PROGRAM
on the body, and just shoot. Youll see red aperture LEDs in the finder, arranged in an analog fashion
one on top of the other, which is far more meaningful than the inplace digital displays of other
cameras.They sell a lot of them, and why not.

The Canon AE1 Program offers all the simplicity of the LEICA, with far more flexibility, more
accurate framing and viewing, and easier, faster and simpler shooting. Isnt this the core of LEICA
photography With the AE1 Program, you never miss a shot due to camera hiccups. It is easy to flip it
with one fingertip. It isnt red at 24; 24 is silver just like all the other numbers. Its numbered at every
even number starting from 4 through 38 yes, 38; before that, its marked at S and 1 with dots for
ever other. Focus before locking the exposure, because it takes a contortionist to hold the AEL
button while focusing. Use the AEL button for speed. It is big, bright and sharp. It optimizes itself for
any speed lens. It doesnt blackout with slow lenses as they do on Nikon cameras. At ASA 25, its 28
or 8.5 meters. You really want to have it disassembled, cleaned and relubricated properly instead of
having more lube sprayed all around to make the squeal go away long enough to sell it to you. Each
of them is very familiar with the AE1 Program; heck, each of these guys could repair them in their
sleep. It looks like metal because it is, and its as light as plastic, because it is. The covers can take
quite a beating and keep on working. With a computer replicating the exact settings of seasoned
professionals, but about 30 times as fast, you can shoot better, faster, more accurately and longer
than any of those pros could do manually. The silverrimmed button turns on the meter without
locking it. The meter has no hang time, regardless of what button you tapped to turn it on, it turns
off the instant you release it. It only works with manually set apertures, and then only if the shutter
is in a certain state of being wound or not. Its defective by design, since if you press it at the wrong
time, your picture will be underexposed! There is no infinder display of the manually set aperture;
the finder display always shows the aperture selected by the camera.

OC Camera just happens to specialize in them and keeps a counter full of good ones in stock, so Id
get one from them. If using eBay, expect to have to go through one or two until you get one that
works. You are always having to adjust the shutter when shooting with the original AE1, while with
the AE1 Program, you just shoot. The A1 adds an aperturepriority mode I dont use, but the A1 is an
ergonomic pain when it comes to trying to turn the combined multifunction aperture or shutter sped



dial. The T90 might have been hot if it had the 6segment evaluative meter of the EOS 650, but no,
the T90 has metering which is more complicated, but not smarter than, the AE1 Program. It costs
you nothing, and is this sites, and thus my familys, biggest source of support. These places have the
best prices and service, which is why Ive used them since before this website existed. I recommend
them all personally. Its great people like you who allow me to keep adding to this site fulltime.
Thanks! Thank you. An AE1 program. This is the 35mm Manual version. Also has a 300mm
zoom.stalker lookin lens. I promise you, its worth it. Still catching up with, thanks so much for being
patient. Indie Photography Color Photography Canon Eos Rebel Dslr Nikon Leica Aesthetic Collage
Pictures Of People Lomography 35mm Film Roses FILM CAMERA Canon AE1 Program FILM
Fujicolor C200 No me gusta el resultado de escanear las fotos. Pierden muchisima calidad.
Sobretodo las de color. Pero es la unica manera que tengo para compartirlas con todos vosotros.
Message if you need further details I am not a camera expert, everything appears to be in working
order. Find images and videos about cute, beautiful and photography on We Heart It the app to get
lost in what you love.

Capture Photography Amazing Photography Photography Tips Medium Format Photography 35mm
Film Film Camera Shoot Film Lomography Scenery istillshootfilm Film Photo By Ania Gawlak “
Canon AE1, Kodak Colorplus 200 ” Seoul Photography Photography Camera Art Photography Canon
Ae 1 Program Film Camera 1 Film Personalized Items My Love Photo Ideas Camera Porn Canon AE1
by marcojoerger on Flickr. Photography Camera Creative Photography Canon Ae 1 Program
Lomography Life Is Like My Happy Place Country Roads Places Hello Spring Canon AE1 Program
April Photo Canon AE1 Program April by hermannski. So much quality FD glass, for such good
prices out there. Photography Challenge Photography Basics Photography Lessons Photography
Projects Book Photography Photography Business Photography Tutorials Creative Photography
Digital Photography The 30 Day Photo Challenge Project Start it Today! This is our 30 day photo
challenge, where I challenge you to take a different photo for your project, for the next month.
Improve today! 35mm Digital Camera 35mm Camera Camera Gear Camera Hacks Digital Slr Digital
Cameras Focus Camera Cameras Nikon Vintage Cameras How to Use a Canon A 1 35mm Camera
How to Use a Canon A 1 35mm Camera. The Canon A1 is a legendary, hugely influential and for its
time extremely sophisticated late70s manual focus camera that, like many other 35mm cameras, can
be bought extremely cheaply, and gives. Dont know how to use it. Well, if you fall into this category,
then you may be able to take professionallooking photos with this rather than your digital
pointandshoot camera. You will be able to learn how to. It measures approx 11.5 x 8 A4 with a small
border for mounting. It is printed on Epson archival matte 192g card. Your print will be signed and
sent in a bend proof cardboard envelope.

Custom Film Photography Tips Photography Challenge Photography Lessons Digital Photography
Amazing Photography Coffee Photography Mobile Photography Photography Reviews Photography
Hashtags Music, Media, Games Under Construction Photography Cheat Sheets Photography Basics
Photography Lessons Image Photography Photography Tutorials Photography Settings Digital
Photography School Photography Photography Camera Blogging Jennifer Meyering Photography
101. Camera Film Tattoo Slr Film Camera 35mm Camera 35mm Film Camera Photography
Photography Tutorials Photography Tips Canon Camera Battery Canon Cameras How to Use a
Canon AE1 35mm SLR Film Camera Click on Show More for Timestamps, Related Videos, and
Equipment Links Below. Cameras and Lenses Canon AE1 Film Camera Canon AE. Canon Camera
Bag Sony Camera Canon 35mm Camera Bags Camera Tripod Camera Gear 35mm Digital Camera
Canon Kamera Canon Ae 1 Program Adventures in Film Photography The Canon AE1 Program The
Canon AE1 Program is manual photography at its finest, and may very well be the perfect camera to
get started with shooting film. As one of the most successful cameras of its type, many remain
available today. Canon Ae 1 Program Light Camera 35mm Film Slr Camera Camera Photography
Canon Eos Lens Cameras Youtube basics of the Canon AE1 Program Canon AE1 Program, a great



camera.Check out some of my other videos on the AE1 Program I will be postin. Pinterest Explore
Log in Sign up Privacy. Something went wrong. Sell on eBay Sell Film Cameras User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.


